Army Awaits British Story of U.S. Planes

English Raise Doubts if Fighters as Good as Stories Indicate

By Devon Francis (Associated Press)

A British military official is going to try to prove that the American story is figurative and not factual. The American fighter planes are good, but the British officials have decided that they cannot be proved at the present time. The relative fight between the two countries is far from over, and both sides feel entitled to display their own aircraft. The two sides have the added advantage of the use of their own aircraft, which is not the case of any other country. The British, however, have the advantage of the use of their own Aircraft. The American officials have traveled to the British base to study their planes and their planes have been delivered to the British base for study and evaluation. The British have been asked to come to the American base for study and evaluation. The American officials have traveled to the British base to study their planes and their planes have been delivered to the British base for study and evaluation. The British have been asked to come to the American base for study and evaluation.
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Around the World

London - U.S. exporters told material services for

Baron - Frensh start recruiting "army knit" -

Japan - Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, leader of the navy, is ready to enter the war as a major force. The Japanese have been preparing for war for several years and have been actively preparing for the war. The Japanese have been preparing for war for several years and have been actively preparing for the war.

Orders Cuban Student Strike

Demand Deam Resign in Murder Probe

Naples, Italy - Deam, son of the Italian Federation of Cuban farmers, was murdered in Naples yesterday. Deam was a student at the University of Naples and was killed by a group of people who were against his father's political views. The murder was a political act and was committed in order to pressure the government to take action against the political views of Deam's father.

Order Cuban Student Strike

Three Innocent Men Freed After Seven Years in Prison

Messina, Italy - Three innocent men have been freed after seven years in prison. The three men were convicted of murder and were sentenced to life imprisonment. They were released after seven years in prison on the grounds that they were innocent. The men were released after seven years in prison on the grounds that they were innocent. They were released after seven years in prison on the grounds that they were innocent.

Order Cuban Student Strike

Another BIG STORY in SLOW-BURNING CIGARETTES

You can call the newspapers!

"Watkins, call the newspapers!"

WLA WAVE UP YOUR LIVER BILE -

"It's a Miller Shiny Night!" -

Go NASH - And Save Every Penny

NASH BUILDS BETTER "A" AND "B" IN THE WORLD-

"The Smokes" - THE THING!

BOB JUKE - IT'S DRY 5 TIMES AS POPULAR AS IT WAS BEFORE

Paine's does not endorse or recommend any specific product.

Great taste in coffee means great satisfaction. That's why so many people choose Paine's. An independent survey showed that Paine's is the favorite coffee of America. Paine's is the favorite coffee of America. Paine's is the favorite coffee of America.

Happy Birthday

On your birthday, let us help you celebrate in style. We offer a wide variety of gifts and cards to make your special day even more memorable. Our expert staff can assist you in selecting the perfect gift or card to make your birthday unforgettable.

Spain - The Spanish custom of not eating lunch and not eating dinner is peculiar to Spain. The Spanish custom of not eating lunch and not eating dinner is peculiar to Spain. The Spanish custom of not eating lunch and not eating dinner is peculiar to Spain.
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